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ABSTRACT 

Semiconductor nanostructures have shown great potential for detecting and measuring chemical 

and biological interactions. The advantage of the electrically based schemes is real-time, label-

free detection, which had been absent from methods which involved chemical and/or optical 

markers such as fluorescent labels. The most common technique is the utilization of single 

nanowire-based field-effect transistors (FETs), where the nanowire acts as the semiconducting 

channel. As biomolecules interact with nanowire via chemisorption, the charge of the 

biomolecule supplies a local electric field that will affect the current through the wire. This 

project will focus on the use of tin dioxide (SnO2) nanobelt-based FETs and testing the viability 

of an extended gate design. The extended gate – a gold contact pad functionalized with a 16-

mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHA) self-assemble monolayer (SAM) – will be functionalized 

instead of the nanobelt, which will be isolated via an oxide dielectric layer. Since MHA has an 

isoelectric point of 4.3, pH tests will determine if an appreciable signal can be obtained with the 

extended gate design. 

KEYWORDS: FET Nanotechnology Biosensing 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Nanostructures 

In recent years there have been great strides to reduce both the size and dimensions of 

materials in order to exploit new phenomena exhibited at these lower dimensions [1-2]. 

Traditional methods of producing smaller scale materials have resulted in unintended 

consequences, however [2]. Producing materials at these smaller scales increases the spread of 

fluctuations in device characteristics, greatly decreasing the uniformity that is usually present in 

these materials. Also, there is an increased demand on equipment resolution and expenses of 

building and operating the facilities that are used to fabricate these devices [2]. Novel one-

dimensional (1D) structures have been synthesized for integration in small-scale circuits and 

devices. In 1D structures electrons are confined in two spatial dimensions, allowing them to 

freely travel in only one dimension. Examples of 1D structures that have been synthesized 

include cantilevers, nanobelts, nanowires, and nanotubes. The goal of these devices is integration 

into electrical circuits and devices, particularly for their ability to elucidate surface-binding 

phenomena. Quantum dots, which can be thought of as essentially zero-dimensional 

nanostructures that confine electrons in all three spatial dimensions, have also been synthesized 

and exhibit highly tunable optical properties. Quantum dot- and cantilever-based devices have 

shown ultra-high sensitivity and specificity, and short response times but suffer from their need 

for integration with optical components in order to translate surface-binding phenomena into a 

readable signal [1]. 

There has been extensive study on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and their 1D nature [4-6]. 

CNTs are essentially made by rolling a single sheet of graphene (a single atomic layer of 
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covalently bonded carbon atoms) onto itself into a tubular shape. They can be used in 

biomolecular sensing devices since the binding between the biomolecules and the CNT is well 

understood and has high stability [5]. Also, since all the atoms in a CNT are located on the 

surface, the phenomena exhibited are entirely surface phenomena. CNTs have their drawbacks, 

however. CNTs are not always uniform in their electrical properties – a single batch of CNTs 

will contain both semiconducting and metallic nanotubes. So, in order to utilize CNTs for 

sensing devices, the semiconductor nanotubes must be separated from the metallic nanotubes. 

However, a more efficient means of producing uniform low-dimensional materials is the 

synthesis of semiconducting nanowires and nanobelts. Semiconducting nanowires (NWs) and 

nanobelts (NBs) can be made by synthesizing bulk materials under anisotropic conditions that 

promote growth in a single direction, producing the long, narrow wire or belt shape. With a 

controllable growth process that can produce uniform electrical, chemical, and physical 

properties, semiconducting NWs and NBs are ideal candidates for consistent electrical detection 

of chemical processes. 

The common mechanism for their growth is the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) process [2]. 

Metal nanoclusters (Au nanoparticles for Si NWs) act as catalysts in the process. They are heated 

above the eutectic temperature for the metal-semiconductor system in the presence of vapor-

phase semiconductor. A metal/semiconductor alloy droplet is formed, and as more of the 

semiconductor vapor is absorbed into the droplet, the droplet becomes supersaturated, leading to 

nucleation of solid semiconductor. Growth of the NW continues at the solid-liquid interface 

incorporating more and more of the semiconductor into the NW lattice. This continues for as 

long as the semiconductor vapor is added to the system, thus controlling the length of the wire. 

The length of the wire can then be controlled by the flow rate of the vapor and the amount of 
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time the vapor is added to the system. The electrical and chemical properties of these materials 

must be tested in order to determine their utility in biosensing devices. 

1.2 Biosensing 

 As electronic devices become more sophisticated, the range of their applications is 

substantially broadened. The use of nanostructures in electronic devices has led to the 

development of real-time, label-free chemical and biological sensors [1, 7-9]. Traditionally, 

detecting biological molecules, such as oligonucleotides, required the addition of a label to the 

molecule that was to be detected. This label could be fluorescent, radiochemical, enzymatic, or 

some other detectable labeling schematic [7]. The problem that arises using this type of detection 

is the time-consuming and cost-ineffective labeling process, as well as the additional uncertainty 

that comes with chemically altering the analyte being detected [8]. To overcome these obstacles, 

alternative methods of detecting biological molecules was explored with resounding success. The 

popular method is detection via nanostructure-based electronic devices. By observing changes in 

the electrical, magnetic, or optical characteristics of the device, information can be obtained 

about the state of the device, from which one can elucidate the state of the analyte. 
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CHAPTER 2: SEMICONDUCTORS 

2.1 Free-Electron Model 

 Semiconductors have many electrical properties that can be exploited by implementation 

into electronic circuits. Within the free-electron model, which assumes that electrons in the 

material are not under the influence of any potential, the energy of the electrons is given simply 

by the non-relativistic kinetic energy,  

� � ��
2� � ����

2�  (2.1) 

where � is Planck’s constant divided 2π, and p and k are the momentum and wave-number of the 

electron, respectively. 

 Electrons, however, are fermions, meaning they abide by the Pauli exclusion principle – 

no two electrons can occupy the exact same state. From this fact, and utilizing the partition 

function of the system 	
 � ∑ ���/���� �, the Fermi-Dirac distribution is obtained [4]: 

���� � 1
������ � 1

 . 
(2.2) 

Eqn (1.2) describes the energy distribution of a system of electrons in relation to the Fermi 

energy, which is the energy of the electrons in the highest occupied state at zero temperature. For 

a spherical Fermi surface, the Fermi energy is given by �� � � 
�! "#�

$!%�/#
, where N is the total 

number of electrons. Fig. 2.1 shows a graph of the Fermi-Dirac distribution at various 

temperatures. At zero temperature, the probability of being below the Fermi energy is 1, and the 

probability above below the Fermi energy is 0. 
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Fig. 2.1 Graph of the Fermi-Dirac distribution (with Fermi energy of 2.5 eV) for 0 K, 600 K, and 6000 K. 

2.2 Band Gaps 

 To model a solid state system, we assume equally spaced charged ions located at 

& � 0, ), 2), … with the usual electric potential of the form + � ,
-./0 ∑ 1

|345|4 , which we can 

approximate by potential wells of height +6 at each lattice/ion site (see Fig. 2.2), where +6 and 7 

tend to infinity and zero, respectively, such that their product, +67, remains finite. This is the so-

called Kronig-Penney model [4]. Next, we solve the time-independent Schrödinger equation:  

��
2�

8�9
8&� � :� ; +�&�<9 � 0 (2.3) 

for the approximate potential given in Fig. 2.2. By assuming a solution of the form 9��&� �
 =��&��>�3, a solution exists if the following condition is met [4]: 

cos �) � B sin E)
E) � cos E) , (2.4) 

0

0.5

1

Ef = 2.5 eV E

T = 0 

600 K

6000 K

F(E)
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where B � !5
� +67 and E � 1

� √2��. From Fig. 2.3 we find that only certain “bands” of the 

solution exist where GB HIJ K5
K5 � cos E)G L 1. Since α is related to the energy, the electrons can 

only lie in these energy bands. 

 

Fig. 2.2 An approximation to the electrostatic potential of a one-dimensional lattice. 

 

Fig. 2.3 Graph of the right side of eqn (2.4) with B � MN
 . “+1” and “-1” lines indicate upper and lower limits of the 

left side of eqn (2.4). The dashed boxes indicate the regions in which a solution to eqn (2.4) exists. 

A more qualitative model of the energy bands was developed by Feynman [4]. When two 

atoms are brought close to each other, their energies are split into E1 and E2 (one atom with 

V0/2

-V0/2

w

a

x

V

+1

-1

B sinE)/E)�cosE)

E)
0
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energy E1 and the other atom with energy E2), where E1 < E2, which are the two lowest energy 

states of an isolated atom. Bringing N atoms together would result in a similar splitting into N 

energy levels. By assuming only nearest neighbors couple together, the time-dependent 

Schrödinger equation can be written in the following form: 

P� 87�8Q � �17� ; R17�1 ; R17�S1 , (2.5) 

where j runs from 1 to N and A1 is the coupling constant. By assuming a traveling wave solution 

in the form 7� � �T
�	�UV3��

 and &�W1 � &� W ), eqn (2.5) reduces to: 

� � �1 ; 2R1 XYZ �) . (2.6) 

So, once again, an allowable energy “band” emerges (Fig. 2.4). Similar results are obtained for 

energies E2, E3, and so on. Now, E1,2,3,… represent the energy bands, just as was observed in the 

Kronig-Penney model, albeit in a more qualitative manner. As a result of these energy bands 

differing from the free-electron energy, an effective mass is produced, given by: 

�3[ � �� \]��
]�3�^

1
. (2.7) 

Similarly, the number of charge carriers, N, will also change. The effective number of electrons, 

Neff, is given (for zero temperature) by: 

_,�� � �
`�� a 8��

8�� 8� . 
(2.8) 
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Fig. 2.4 Graph of eqn (2.6) showing the allowable energies as a function of k according to the Feynman model. 

 For metals the Fermi energy, Ef, lies within the highest occupied energy band at zero 

temperature. Therefore, electrons in metals are able to move freely through the material, thus 

resulting in very high conductivity. For semiconductors and insulators, however, the Fermi 

energy lies directly between the highest occupied band and lowest unoccupied band, referred to 

as the valence and conduction bands, respectively. Since the Fermi-Dirac distribution at zero 

temperature doesn’t allow for electrons to be above the Fermi energy, all the electrons in a 

semiconductor or insulator are in the valence band, making the valence band completely filled 

and preventing the electrons from being able to conduct a current. At finite temperatures, 

however, some electrons will be thermally excited into the conduction band, allowing for a 

current to be produced. 

 Upon thermal excitation of an electron into the conduction band, a net positive charge is 

left behind in the state previously occupied by the excited electron. This empty state is referred 

to as a hole and is treated as a new particle with its own effective mass, ��[ . Applying a voltage 

across the semiconductor will have the electrons in the conduction band flow in a particular 

direction. Since there is now an empty state in the valence band (the hole), an electron in the 

E

E1 + 2A1

E1

E1 - 2A1

-π/a π/a0 k
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valence band can now jump to this empty state, leaving a hole of its own behind. Subsequently, 

the next electron down the line will occupy the new hole, and so forth, causing the hole to 

effectively move in the opposite direction of the electrons, as a positively charged particle 

should. Also, since 
b �
b�  generally increases from lower energy bands to higher energy bands, 

holes – being in the lower valence band – will have a higher effective mass than their electron 

counterparts in the higher conduction band. By convention, n is the number of electrons and p is 

the number of holes in a given material. 

2.3 Doping 

 We shall consider for the moment, group IV-based semiconductors, i.e. elements from 

group IV on the periodic table such as silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge). If the bulk material has 

no contaminants, then the material is said to be an intrinsic semiconductor, or un-doped. To find 

the intrinsic number of electrons and holes, we simply calculate the following integrals: 

c � a 
�������8�UdV d� ed4fgeU>d4 h54f
hdUUd! d� ed4fgeU>d4 h54f

 
(2.9a) 

� � a 
���:1 ; ����<8�UdV d� i5j,4e, h54f
hdUUd! d� i5j,4e, h54f

 
(2.9b) 

where 
��� is the density of states, given for electrons and holes, respectively, by: 


��� � k,�� ; �l�1/�, k, � 4`�2�,[�#/�/n# 
(2.10a) 


��� � k��;��1/�, k� � 4`�2��[ �#/�/n# (2.10b) 

For convenience we set the energy at the top of the valence band to zero, so the bottom of the 

conduction band is Eg, the band gap energy. Subsequently, we can set the top of the conduction 
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band to +∞ and the bottom of the valence band to -∞. Since � ; �o p �q for most materials at 

room temperature (where kT ~ 0.025 eV), the Fermi-Dirac distribution given by eqn (2.2) can be 

approximated as follows: 

���� r ����s���  . (2.11) 

Upon integration of eqns (2.9a,b), we find that the electron and hole densities are given by: 

c � 2 t2`�,[�q
n� u#/� ���v�s�

��  , (2.12a) 

� � 2 t2`��[ �q
n� u#/� ��s��  . (2.12b) 

For an intrinsic semiconductor, n = p. From this we can say that the intrinsic carrier 

concentration, Ni, is simply: 

_>� � c� . 
(2.13) 

 We now consider extrinsic semiconductors. We’ll start with a group-IV semiconductor, 

such as silicon (Si), which has four valence electrons that it uses to covalently bond with four 

neighboring Si atoms.  We now controllably “dope” the pure material with either group-V or 

group-III atoms (called dopants or impurities). A group-V atom, such as antimony (Sb), arsenic 

(As) or phosphorus (P), will have five valence electrons, so that after covalently bonding to the 

four neighboring Si atoms it will have one additional electron remaining. This type of dopant is 

called a donor, or electron donor, as it is donating the extra electron to the bulk material. At zero 

temperature, this electron will remain on the donor atom, but at sufficient temperatures (see 

Table 2.1) the electron can be ionized into the conduction band. The electron, therefore, is sitting 
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at a certain energy level below the conduction band of the bulk material. This energy level is 

called the donor level, and an electron at that level is said to occupy a donor state.  

 When doping with group-III materials, such as indium (In), aluminum (Al) or boron (B), 

these dopants have only three valence electrons, so they can only donate three electrons for 

covalent bonding with the neighboring Si atoms. Due to this “missing” electron, the dopant is 

called an acceptor, or electron acceptor, for its ability to “accept” one additional electron for 

covalent bonding. An electron can be promoted from the valence band to the acceptor state of 

the dopant, leaving behind a net positive charge in the valence band – a hole. Due to this type of 

ionization from the valence band, the acceptor level lies above the valence band. Table 2.1 

shows the ionization energies for group-V and group-III dopants in Si and Ge. 

 Impurity Ge Si 

Donors Antimony (Sb) 

Phosphorus (P) 

Arsenic (As) 

 

0.0096 

0.0120 

0.0127 

0.039 

0.045 

0.049 

Acceptors Indium (In) 

Gallium (Ga) 

Boron (B) 

Aluminum (Al) 

0.0112 

0.0108 

0.0104 

0.0102 

0.160 

0.065 

0.045 

0.057 

Table 2.1 Energy levels of donor (group-V) and acceptor (group-III) impurities in Ge and Si, given as ionization 

energies form the impurity level to the band level (in eV). Values obtained from [4]. 

 For a given doped material, there will be a number of donor states, ND, and acceptor 

states, NA, at energy levels ED and EA, respectively (see Fig. 2.5). Since these states will lead to 

either electrons in the conduction band or holes in the valence band, these states can contribute to 

the overall conductivity of the material. An n-type semiconductor is one in which the net charge 

carriers are electrons, and an n
+
-type is one in which there is a much greater number of electrons 
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than holes. Similarly, for a p-type semiconductor the net charge carriers are holes, and a p
+
-type 

is one in which there is a much greater number of holes than electrons. (n
+
 and p

+
 

semiconductors are said to be highly doped.) To find the number of charge carriers due to the 

donor and acceptor ions (denoted by _wS and _x, respectively), simply multiply the number of 

atoms by the corresponding distribution as follows: 

_wS � _w:1 ; ���w�< 
(2.14a) 

_x � _x���x� 
(2.14b) 

For n-type semiconductors, c y _wS; and for p-type, � y _x. 

 

Fig. 2.5 Graph showing the relative levels of the acceptor (EA) and donor (ED) states. 

  

Conduction Band

Valence Band

ED

EA

E
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CHAPTER 3: FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

3.1 Junctions 

 When bringing two materials into contact with one another, a junction is created. 

Depending on the relative energy levels within the two materials, various electrical phenomena 

are observed. When constructing field-effect transistors, one takes advantage of the junction 

between a semiconductor and either a highly doped semiconductor or a metal. The main factor 

determining the electrical characteristics are the Fermi energies of the two materials. When the 

materials come into contact with one another, their Fermi energies will equilibrate. For the case 

of a p-n junction (p-type on the left, n-type on the right), the Fermi energy of the p-type is near 

the acceptor states whereas in the n-type it is near the donor states. Also, the charge carriers from 

each side will flow to the other side, creating a region of neutral charge known as the depletion 

zone, with a corresponding depletion width. If we assume that one side is more highly doped than 

the other side (e.g. _w p _x), then the width of the depletion region is given by: 

7 � t2z{6�_w u1/� , (3.1) 

where ε is the permittivity of the material and U0 is the voltage created from the charge 

separation within depletion zone. Thus a potential barrier is created, which can be seen in Fig. 

3.1. For the case of one side more heavily doped than the other, the depletion width is almost 

entirely within the lightly doped side due to charge conservation: 

_x&V � _w&4 , (3.2) 

where xp + xn = w are the depletion widths inside the p- and n-sides, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.1 Potential barrier at a p-n junction, with the p-side on the left and the n-side on the right. 

So what happens when we apply a voltage, U1, across the junction? This is referred to as 

biasing a junction. If a positive voltage is applied to the p-side, this is called forward bias. 

Consequently, a negative voltage applied to the p-side is called reverse bias. In order to 

determine the current that will flow under a bias voltage, we must take into account electrons 

that flow from left to right as well as those that will flow from right to left. The left-to-right 

current will remain unaffected from the bias since the electrons (on the n-side) will always be 

higher than the potential no matter what type of bias is applied, resulting in a steady current, 

|}~ � |6. The right-to-left current, however, will be greatly affected because only those with 

energies greater than the potential (ignoring tunneling effects) will be able to flow. Thus, the 

right-to-left current will be given by an exponential relationship: |~} � |6�,��/��. Combining 

these two currents gives a rectifier current: 

| � |~} ; |}~ � |6��,�/�� ; 1� , (3.3) 

A rectifying current is also obtained from a metal-semiconductor junction, where the metal acts 

as a highly doped n-type material. 

U0

U

x

xn-xp
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Fig. 3.2 Graph of rectifying current given by eqn (3.3). 

3.2 Field-Effect Transistor Schematic and Operation 

 Field-effect transistors (FETs) typically contain several key components: a 

semiconducting channel (either n- or p-type), source and drain contacts (either metals or 

semiconductor that is heavily doped in the same manner as that of the channel) which supply the 

source current/voltage to the channel and from which the output signal is measured, and gate 

contacts (metal or semiconductor that is heavily doped opposite to that of the channel) which 

supply the “field-effect” to the device. This basic setup is commonly referred to as a junction 

field-effect transistor (JFET). A schematic is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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the width of the depletion region near the drain contact. As the drain voltage increases, the 

source-drain current will increase. However, the increase in the depletion region will 

simultaneously reduce the current. The effects of the depletion are small for small voltages, but 

increase as the voltage increases, until eventually “pinching” off the current, preventing any 

more current from flowing. Thus, the current will level off, or saturate, at large drain voltages. 

Similarly, keeping a constant drain voltage but increasing the gate voltage will cause an increase 

in the depletion region, resulting in an overall decrease in current. It is via the latter method that 

most chemical processes are observed when using field-effect transistor-based chemical sensors. 

Chemical adsorption onto the gate electrode (or directly onto the channel) effectively results in a 

change in the gate voltage. By measuring the change in current in real time, thus determining the 

effective change in gate voltage, one can elucidate the chemical processes that are under 

investigation such as reaction times, binding affinity, or analyte concentration. It is in this 

capacity that nanostructure-based FETs can be, and have been, useful. 
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CHAPTER 4: FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF TIN 

DIOXIDE (SNO2) NANOBELT DEVICES 

4.1 Growth of SnO2 Nanobelts 

 As previously stated the mechanism of SnO2 nanobelt synthesis is governed by the vapor-

liquid-solid (VLS) model. According to the VLS theory, the growth of nanowires, nanobelts, and 

nanorods are governed by a minimization of the Gibbs free energy (∆� � ∆� ; q∆�, where H is 

the enthalpy and S is the entropy) as well as by anisotropic growth conditions (which favor 

growth in one particular direction). One starts with a bulk material from which they wish to 

create a nanostructure, which usually contains metal catalyst impurities (gold impurities in the 

case of silicon (Si) nanowires). As the material is heated, the metal impurities melt, creating 

liquid droplets within the bulk material. A carrier gas (often containing the desired 

semiconductor in gaseous form) then flows across the bulk material. The semiconducting 

material accumulates into the liquid droplets from either the carrier gas or the bulk material, 

creating an alloy. As the material is heated beyond the eutectic temperature of the alloy and the 

droplet becomes supersaturated with the semiconductor, the semiconductor precipitates out of 

the droplet, where the shape is determined by the lattice structure of the resultant semiconductor. 

 In the case of SnO2 nanobelts, no metal catalyst is used (self-catalyzed growth). We place 

tin monoxide powder (SnO, 99.9% metal basis) onto alumina substrates within a tube furnace. 

The SnO2 nanobelts will form on several alumina plates which are placed downfield (with 

respect to the carrier-gas flow direction) from the powder. Temperature, carrier-gas flow rate, 

and evaporation time are all controlled. Gas lines are evacuated down to below 10 torr and then 

argon gas is allowed to flow at a constant rate under the control of a 4-channel readout mass flow 
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controller. The optimal flow rate was found to be ≥350 standard cubic centimeters per minute 

(sccm). The pressure is set and maintained at 300 torr within the furnace while the temperature is 

ramped up to 1000 
o
C (melting point of SnO is 1080 

o
C) at a rate of 20 

o
C/min and maintained 

for 2 hours before ramping back down to 25 
o
C. The SnO2 nanobelts are then recovered from the 

alumina plates and suspended in isopropanol. After ultrasonication, the nanobelts suspension is 

dropped onto SiO2 substrates, where the isopropanol is allowed to evaporate leaving only the 

nanobelts behind. 

 

Fig. 4.1 Experimental setup of SnO2 nanobelt growth. 
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Mass Flow 

Controller 
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Fig. 4.2 SnO2 nanobelts (flow rate = 400 sccm) clumping together after dispersion onto SiO2 substrate. 

 Due to the clumping observed in Fig. 4.2, as well as many non-belt particles present after 

the growth, many methods were employed in an attempt to “clean” the nanobelts. The most 

effective method involved several rounds of centrifuging the nanobelts at a low speed, separating 

the non-belt particles from the nanobelts. Typical dimensions of the nanobelts used for our 

measurements range from 100-200 nm thick and 300-750 nm wide, as determined by atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

4.2 Field-Effect Transistor Fabrication Method 

After cleaning, the belts are again dispersed onto SiO2 substrates. Using photolithography 

(photoresist AZ5214E), 2-terminal contact pads are defined over a single nanobelt. Titanium (Ti) 

and gold (Au) are then thermally evaporated onto the surface – 5nm of Ti followed by 75nm of 

Au. Acetone is used to dissolve the undeveloped photoresist, which lifts off the Ti/Au except 

where the photolithographic pattern was defined, leaving behind a 2-terminal Ti/Au contact 

pattern over the nanobelt. Next, an isolation pad is defined over the contacts by dropping 

photoresist onto the ends of the contact pads (see Fig. 4.3). SiO2 (~90nm) is then sputtered onto 
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the substrate to act as an isolation layer, which will also act as a dielectric layer between the 

nanobelt and the extended gate electrode. After soaking in acetone, the SiO2 is lifted off, with 

only the isolation pad remaining. Finally, gold wires are bonded (or soldered with indium) to the 

exposed ends of the contact pads. 

(a)  

(b)  

Fig. 4.3 Field-effect transistor defined over a single SnO2 nanobelt. (a) Side-view of 2-terminal contacts and 

isolation pads over a single nanobelt. (b) 2-terminal contacts defined over a single SnO2 nanobelt. 

 2-terminal current versus voltage (I-V) curves are taken of the device to ensure that the 

nanobelts are adequately conducting. Initially, the belts were found to be too resistive to be of 

SiO2 Isolation Pad SnO2 Nanobelt 

Ti/Au Ti/Au 

Au Wire Au Wire 

SiO2 Substrate 
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use for our devices. To increase the conductivity, the belts were annealed in pure oxygen (O2) 

gas at 600 
o
C at atmospheric pressure for 2 hours and then in vacuum (less than 10 torr) at 250 

o
C for another 2 hours. The annealing process is typically done after cleaning and dispersing the 

belts onto the SiO2 substrates. The annealing process in O2 gas releases oxygen atoms from the 

nanobelt surface, creating oxygen vacancies which act to effectively dope the belt with acceptor 

states, giving rise to more charge carriers [11]. Fig. 4.4 shows typical I-V curves for annealed 

belts with resistances of ~0.1-10 M�. All electrical measurements were made using a Keithley 

2400 Broad Purpose SourceMeter. Annealing in vacuum should remove any impurities that 

might have been adsorbed onto the surface. However, since the vacuum used was only ~10
0
-10

1
 

torr, where an ideal vacuum is ~10
-8

-10
-9

 torr, many impurities might still be present, as 

evidenced by the instability of the current (Fig. 4.5). Since the nanobelt is isolated from the 

environment by the SiO2 layer, this suggests that the instability is a result of the belt 

characteristics. 
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Fig. 4.4 2-terminal IV curves for single SnO2 nanobelts after annealing in O2 and vacuum. Resistances were 

calculated using linear regression according to Ohm’s Law: V = IR. 

 

Fig. 4.5 Current of a single SnO2 nanobelt (R = 4.15 M�) field-effect transistor with 0.05V source-drain voltage. 

4.3 Extended Gate Design and Fabrication 

 For use as a biosensor, there are two main approaches for nanostructure-based FETs. The 

first approach is to allow all of the chemical or biological species to bind directly to the nanobelt. 

Proteins can be bound to the nanobelt via functionalization of a biomolecular chain (Fig. 4.6). 

First, (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) binds to the oxide surface of the nanobelt via the 

silane group. D-biotin then binds to the amine group of the APTES via its carboxylic group. 

Fluorescently labeled streptavidin, which has four active sites for biotin, then forms a complex 

with the biotin. To ensure only the nanobelt becomes functionalized and not the entire surface, 

the substrate is “PEGylated” with polyethylene glycol (PEG) before dispersing the belts. (For 

Si3N4 substrates, the PEGylation step was found to be unnecessary.) Binding specificity of the 
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streptavidin is confirmed using fluorescence imaging. The protein is then bound to the 

streptavidin via biotinylated antibodies. 

 

Fig. 4.6 Schematic diagram of device functionalization with APTES and D-biotin and subsequent binding of 

fluorescently labeled streptavidin onto biotinylated oxide surface. (For ease of illustration, the streptavidin shown 

here is in monomeric form, while the streptavidin molecules that we use for the experiment are tetrameric.) Figure 

and description obtained from Kansheng Chen’s thesis [12]. 

 The detection of biological species utilizing this method relies on the charge and/or 

polarity of the species. This charge/polarity creates an electric field which acts equivalently to 

the gate electrode of a FET. For proteins this charge/polarity is dependent on its isoelectric point 

(pI). The isoelectric point is the pH value for which the molecule can be considered electrically 

neutral. Thus, at lower pH’s (more acidic) the molecule is positively charged (gaining a net H
+
 

from the surrounding acids) and at higher pH’s (more basic) the molecule is negatively charged 

(losing a net H
+
 to the surrounding bases). The effective field is then determined by the pI of the 
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protein, the pH of the solution, and the concentration of protein. However, since the protein 

solutions are prepared in buffered solutions, one has to also account for the Debye screening 

wavelength [13]. As the protein becomes charged, oppositely charged ions will surround charged 

regions, which will screen the electric field from the nanobelt below it. If the distance between 

the protein and the nanobelt exceeds the screening wavelength, the electric field is essentially 

zero. For reference, 0.1×PBS (phosphate buffered solution), has a Debye screening wavelength 

of λD ~ 2.3nm [13]. 

 For this method, however, the nanobelt must be exposed to the environment, leading to 

additional uncertainty. An alternative method utilizes an extended gate, in which the gate is 

functionalized instead of the nanobelt. The extended gate is defined on top of the SiO2 isolation 

layer by photolithography, such that the gate extends over the nanobelt (Fig. 4.7). Titanium and 

gold are then thermally evaporated onto the surface (5nm and 50-75nm, respectively). After lift-

off of the photoresist, the extended gate remains. All chemical processes are then performed on 

the portion of the extended gate not covering the nanobelt (the extended gate pad). The electric 

fields caused by the charges on the protein will induce a change in the surface charge density of 

the entire extended gate, resulting in an opposite charge on the pad and the same charge on the 

portion of the extended gate that is over the nanobelt (the extended gate channel). The charge on 

the channel is what ultimately determines the field-effect properties of the nanobelt. 
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only on the extended gate pad and not the channel, a small column was glued onto the substrate 

with GE resin (Fig. 4.8). First, a voltage was applied across the contact pads and the current was 

allowed to stabilize. When the current was sufficiently stable, a 40 or 80 µL drop was placed into 

the column. This initial drop usually resulted in a large jump in the current, which would again 

stabilize. The stabilization time varied from several minutes to over 2 hours. Several factors 

could be involved in this lengthy stabilization time. The phosphate salts in the buffer could be 

settled onto the surface, increasing the Debye screening of the ions; the water in the buffer could 

be evaporating over time, effectively increasing concentration of the salts which will also 

increase the screening effect; the instability of the belts themselves as evidenced in Fig. 4.5; or a 

combination of these three effects. The surface was dried (allowing the current to stabilize again) 

before placing the next buffer by sucking up the liquid with a micropipette and then dabbing the 

surface with a Kimwipe. The data for which the drying process took place has not been shown in 

order to reduce unnecessary noise. 

 

Fig. 4.8 Plastic column glued to surface of device. Column encloses most of the extended gate, except the channel 

covering the nanobelt. By leaving the channel outside the column, charge transfer can take place on the channel. 
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Fig. 4.9 Current versus time for various pH 0.1×PBS buffers (dry surface at t=0) on MHA functionalized extended 

gate pad (0.5V bias voltage) using column setup from Fig. 4.8. Blue arrows indicate the pH of the buffer and when it 

was applied. Red arrows indicate when the surfaced was dried. 

There is clearly an effect due to applying the buffer and then removing it. However, 

samples without MHA functionalization on the extended gates produced these jumps (data not 

shown). Therefore, we must only examine the stabilized values. These values are inconsistent, 

since applying the pH 7.0 twice produced differing jumps in the current. The jumps are also 

inconsistent with the isoelectric point of MHA Similar results are seen with the pH 5.3 and 3.7 

buffers. The stable current of the dry surface changes after each buffer is dried, which makes 

determining relative changes in current from buffer to buffer more difficult. To improve control 

and hopefully add consistency to the results, a second measurement method was used utilizing a 

microfluidic channel which will flow the buffers across the surface, thus eliminating any 

evaporation or salt deposits that could affect the results from the first method, as well as 

eliminating the drying step between buffers 
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The microfluidic channel is made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The microfluidic 

channel is placed so that the exposed portion of the channel lies on the extended gate pad, and 

then screwed into place to ensure an adequate seal is made with the surface to prevent any fluid 

from leaking out of the channel (Fig. 4.10a). The buffers are then flowed through the channel, 

where the flow rate is controlled via an electronic flow controller. To isolate the device from any 

electrical or optical interference, a grounded aluminum cover was placed over the device (Fig. 

4.10b). 1.0 mL syringes were filled with each buffer, and then placed one at a time onto the flow 

controller, where the flow rate was set to 20 µL*min
-1

. The current was then measured over time 

as various pH buffers were flowed across the extended gate. The data during the process of 

switching syringes is not shown in order to reduce unnecessary noise. 

(a)  (b)  

Fig. 4.10 Microfluidic channel. (a) Channel set into place on device. (b) Measurement setup with electronic flow 

controller on the left and aluminum cover placed over the device on the right. 
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Fig. 4.11 Current versus time for various pH 0.1×PBS buffers (dry surface at t=0) on MHA functionalized extended 

gate pad (0.05V bias voltage) using microfluidic channel setup from Fig. 4.10. Blue arrows indicate when a 

particular buffer syringe was allowed to flow. 

 The results of the microfluidic channel setup also contradict the expected results based on 

the isoelectric point of MHA. An increase in current was initially observed with addition of the 

pH 7.0 buffer to the dry surface. The current decreased when the buffer was changed from pH 

7.0 to pH 5.3, and again from 5.3 to 3.7. No change in (stabilized) current was observed when 

the buffer was changed from 3.7 to 1.3. There appears to be a delay time between addition of the 

buffer and the observed signal change. The same sequence of buffers (7.0-5.3-3.7-1.3) was 

repeated to test the consistency of the results. An increase in current was again observed with the 

pH 7.0, resulting in a current similar to that of the first 7.0 current. Addition of the remaining 3 

buffers produced results inconsistent with those of the previous signals detected with the 

respective buffers. These results suggest a possible change in the chemical activity of the MHA 

SAM upon application of the pH 1.3 buffer or with the transition from pH 1.3 to 7.0. Further 
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investigations are necessary to determine both the source of the signals produced (as they are 

inconsistent with the isoelectric point of MHA) as well as the change in signal seen with the 

second run of buffers. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

5.1 SnO2 Nanobelt Devices 

 The SnO2 nanobelt devices do show promise as chemical sensors [17-18]. From section 

4.4 we have shown that a signal can be produced using the extended gate design. The signal, 

however, is inconsistent and not reproducible. There are several factors that could cause the 

inconsistency. One of the main problems is the quality of the nanobelts being synthesized. The 

current is unstable when a steady voltage is applied across the 2-terminal contacts, producing a 

noise-to-signal ratio of ≈7%. If a signal can be produced that greatly exceeds the noise level of 

the nanobelt, then this problem can essentially be ignored. The signals seen from the microfluidic 

channel are very promising in this regard, as the signal generated from the pH 7.0 buffer was 

effectively triple that of the dry signal. More work must be done in order to produce consistent 

and reproducible signals as well as determining the source of the signals produced from the 

MHA functionalization of the extended gate. 

5.2 Silicon Nanowire Devices 

 Silicon nanowires (SiNWs) have been studied exhaustively in recent years [19-20]. Its 

use in biological sensing devices is well established [21-23]. With sufficient doping SiNWs have 

greatly increased conductivity compared with undoped SiNWs. Fig. 5.1 shows the resistance of 

SiNWs highly doped with phosphorus (P), making them n
+
-type. SiNW-based FETs are 

fabricated in an almost identical method to SnO2 nanobelt-based FETs. SiNWs, however, have a 

native oxide layer. In order to have ohmic contacts with the thermally evaporated Ti/Au, the 

oxide layer must be etched away by soaking the samples in hydrofluoric acid (HF) for 8 to 20 

seconds immediately before placing them in the evaporation chamber (which will then be 

vacuumed down to 2.0×10
-7

 torr). An advantage that SiNWs have over SnO2 nanobelts is that the 
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native oxide layer on the nanowires can act as the dielectric layer, eliminating the need for 

sputtering SiO2 to create a dielectric layer. 

 

Fig. 5.1 4-terminal measurements of single SiNW. SiNWs were dispersed onto Si3N4 substrates and etched with HF 

for 8 seconds before thermally evaporating 4-terminal Ti/Au (6nm/100nm) contacts. Resistances were calculated 

using linear regression. 

5.3 Biological Functionalization of MHA 

 Once a reproducible signal of appreciable size can be obtained via the pH testing with 

MHA, the biomolecular chain must be continued to allow for protein binding. The process is 

very similar to the method described in section 4.2, which used APTES as the anchor molecule 

to the SnO2 nanobelt. Since MHA is the anchor molecule, the process of binding the biotin must 

be altered. Biotin can be bound to MHA by first activating the carboxylic tail of the MHA with 

1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) [12], 

as shown in Fig. 5.2. Amine-terminated biotin can then be bound to the MHA-NHS intermediate. 

A biotin-streptavidin complex can then be formed, as described in section 4.2. Alternatively, 
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material must be used that will not quench the fluorescent signal, or a different method of 

confirming the formation of the biotin/streptavidin complex can be developed and employed. If 

the extended gate design proves desirable to traditional nanostructure-based FETs, then these 

issues will need to be addressed. 
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